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 Introduction to Praat

http://www.fon.hum.uva.nl/praat/

http://www.fon.hum.uva.nl/praat/
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 Object window

Praat operates with objects.

e.g. Sound-objects or 
TextGrid-objects
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e.g. Sound-objects or 
TextGrid-objects



Objects are transient –

don’t forget to save your 
changes!

For most operations 

there is no way to undo!

e.g. Remove will remove objects definitively  

and without asking for confirmation!

 Object window



 Object window

Save files

Manage objects

Load files

(Open long sound 
file…)



 Open editor window



 Editor window

 Oscillogram 

 Spectrogram 



Basics



 Oscillogram 

 Spectrogram 

 Oscillogram and Spectrogram

We are looking at the speech signal as…

…change in sound pressure p over time t.

…frequency f over time t.

The darker the shading in a given area, 

the higher the sound pressure p.

sound pressure → volume  

time→ duration  

frequency → pitch



Types of sound  waves

Simple Complex

Periodic Aperiodic

Sonorants
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Basics



 Editor window

 Oscillogram 

 Spectrogram 

all in out sel bak

cmd + a i o n b



 Recording



 Recording with Praat

Choose sampling 
frequency.



 Recording with Praat

Perform a test recording to balance the input signal.   
Stay within the green area of the meter to avoid clipping.



 Recording with Praat

If the recording stops by itself, buffer size was probably set to low.



 Recording with Praat

(A) Dismiss a recording: again, or

(B) Keep a recording: or

The recording appears as a sound object in the object 
window,             but is not saved yet!

Save → Save as WAV file…

(C) Keep a long recording: File → Save as WAV file…

A longer recording cannot directly be turned into a sound object. 
It has to be saved as a WAV file from within the sound recorder 
and then opened as a long sound file in the object window.

Open → Open long sound file…



 Make a TextGrid
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 Spectrogram  

*

*For illustrational purposes only. No actual vowels were segmented here.



 TextGrid – example



interval tier

point tier

TextGrid: Tiers types



 Annotate a TextGrid

(1) (2) (3)

To delete a boundary, select it and 
press

To set a boundary, select a point in time and click on a circle. 

Boundaries can still be manually moved after that. 

Press            to move boundaries on several tiers at the same 
time. shift

alt backspace+



 Assignment 3

Instructions: Record yourself saying the following passage. Create two interval tiers 
(orthography and IPA) and annotate. If you are unable to record yourself:

The North Wind and the Sun
The North Wind and the Sun were disputing which was the stronger when a traveler came 
along wrapped in a warm cloak. They agreed that the one who first succeeded in making 
the traveler take his cloak off should be considered stronger than the other. Then the North 
Wind blew as hard as he could, but the more he blew, the more closely did the traveler fold 
his cloak around him; and at last the North Wind gave up the attempt. Then the Sun shone 
out warmly and immediately the traveler took off his cloak. And so the North wind was 
obliged to confess that the Sun was the stronger of the two.



 Introduction to Praat: Video Tutorials

https://www.youtube.com/@linguistiklaboralbert-ludw3514/videos

https://www.youtube.com/@linguistiklaboralbert-ludw3514/videos


Praat Scripting Tutorial

https://www.fon.hum.uva.nl/praat/manual/Scripting.html

https://www.fon.hum.uva.nl/praat/manual/Scripting.html


Premade Praat Scripts

http://phonetics.linguistics.ucla.edu/facilities/acoustic/praat.html

http://phonetics.linguistics.ucla.edu/facilities/acoustic/praat.html


More Premade Praat Scripts

https://github.com/stylerw/styler_praat_scripts

https://github.com/stylerw/styler_praat_scripts

